Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Resume USS Andromeda "The ArchAngel" 10911.01
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The CNS and an attractive female ENS are in the TL on the way to the bridge, the CNS just provided his security codes to the computer since the intruder alert was on
. Host ENS_Emerald says:
CNS: Thank you for taking me to the bridge this is all so new and I'm so scared
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::raises an eyebrow:: Ens: Are you sure you cleared for space travel?
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::goes over to a console to see if there is any further way to pinpoint the intruder's location::
Host ENS_Emerald says:
Action: The TL doors open and ENS Emerald gets out
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*XO*:  What's your status Conor?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::exits the TL:: CO: Captain, there's a telepathic dead zone, and it’s around her. ::points at Emerald::
Host ENS_Emerald says:
Scene: Ens Emerald is 5 feet 7 inches with long blonde hair and emerald eyes she is carrying a clipboard with a pencil in her hair
Host ENS_Emerald says:
Action: There is a telepathic dead zone now on the bridge no incoming or outgoing telepathic traffic
CTO_Cmd_Knight says:
::Peeks out from his cover to eye the opposition up the corridor. Ducks back into cover and checks his weapon.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::looks up and nods at the two who just stepped onto the bridge::  CNS:  What's your take on the reasoning for it?
Host ENS_Emerald says:
<Magnus> CTO: Let us pass you are protecting the monster!.
CTO_Cmd_Knight says:
Magnus; I cannot do that. Besides, who is this monster that you're referrin' to?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::steps over to his console, away from Emerald:: CO: I don't know, but the telepathic dead zone has some meaning.
Host ENS_Emerald says:
::goes over to the Captain and hands him a clipboard with the standard fuel consumption report on it:: CO: Sign here, here, and here
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::crawls up to the CTO:: CTO: Status?
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
Emerald:  What exactly am I signing for? Can't this wait, I've got more important issues at hand?
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CNS:  I'm going to attempt to gain access of the Repulse. See what you can find out about this dead zone.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::crosses to the bridge weapons locker and gets out a phaser::
Host ENS_Emerald says:
CO: Fuel consumption report, status of cloaking device power consumption, and daily intelligence intercepts Captain
CTO_Cmd_Knight says:
XO: We're keepin' the ArchAngel security team from the TL behind us. Cap'n gave us orders to hold them 'ere and hold our fire.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
*CO* I'm holding back the rest of the Arch Angel crew but why is there dead zone near you?
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::holds up his hand::  Emerald:  I'll get to that in a bit. Thank you.
Host ENS_Emerald says:
Action: The CNS removes a phaser from the armory
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*XO*:  Uncertain. Varesh is checking into that. I've got decks 9-11 sealed off for you.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
CTO: Can you not box in the Arch Angel crew with forcefields?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::crosses to stand where he won't hit the Captain if he has to shoot at Emerald:: CO: Aye, sir. Though it all started when I got into the turbolift with the Ensign over there.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  Sierra, is there any way we can try and pinpoint where our intruder is? How does one pinpoint energy?
Host ENS_Emerald says:
::hands clipboard to CO, data report on destruction of Galaxy Class ship with jump drive and casualties
CTO_Cmd_Knight says:
XO: Of course I could, the only problem is the fact that this is their ship. They may be able to lower them as easily as I erect 'em.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::takes the clipboard and sets it aside::  Emerald:  Thank you Ensign, you're dismissed.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
CTO: Keep there here for as long as you can, I'm going up to the bridge, I don't like the fact I'm sensing nothing
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
CO:  Normally, I would say the sensors should be good enough.
Host ENS_Emerald says:
::removes clipboard:: CO: Yes Sir ::moves to computer terminal::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  Agreed, but that does not appear to be the case.
CTO_Cmd_Knight says:
XO: I never could sense anything beyond what I could with my own five senses. Will do.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::crawls back towards the TL avoiding being shot at by the ArchAngel crew::
Host ENS_Emerald says:
<Magnus> XO: Ok for one, why are you keeping us from the TL?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::pushes against the dampener on his senses, turning his attention to a console to run internal scans for anomalies:: Emerald: Isn't the pencil a bit archaic?
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: considers::  CO:  Any possibly something else. When you doppelganger arrived, there was a tele dead zone around him.
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
<your>
CTO_Cmd_Knight says:
Andy Security: Hold the line and your fire, mates. They shan't pass.
Host ENS_Emerald says:
CNS: I am old fashioned Sir, and what's the need for the phaser, maybe I should have one too
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  Yes Sierra, I realize that and Varesh is looking into it.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::ignores Magnus and gets into the TL:: TL: Direct to the bridge::
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Steps closer and quietly::  CO:  Do you also realize, that dead zone is currently on the bridge?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
Emerald: No need for that, I'm just being over cautious.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::Tucks phaser rifle into shoulder ready for a shoot out once he arrives::
CTO_Cmd_Knight says:
Magnus: Because those are our orders.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::whispers::  CMO:  Yes, and I believe it has something to do with the Ensign over there.
Host ENS_Emerald says:
Action: The ArchAngel Security move back
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::Steps out on to the bridge with phaser rifle drawn and starts scanning for new faces::
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: nods her head and unobtrusively performs a scan of the woman being pointed out.::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::Points rifle at the blonde ENS:: ENS_Emerald: Hands where I can see them blondie
CTO_Cmd_Knight says:
::Sees them moving back and signals his men to hold their positions.::
Host ENS_Emerald says:
XO: Um ok ?
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::looks over at Conor::  XO:  Conor? What's going on?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::keeps his eyes on Emerald and checks internal sensors for an explanation of the dead zone::
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Looks at the first officer with a raised brow.::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
ENS_Emerald: I'm not sensing anything up here and you are the only face I don't know
Host ENS_Emerald says:
XO: My transfer orders are here, I was transferred over
Host ENS_Emerald says:
Action: NPC Yeoman Megan McShane enters the bridge
XO_Lt_Conor says:
ENS: Back up against the wall
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::grumbles at the computer and looks up as someone else enters the bridge::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
CNS: Cover the new one
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
XO:  Conor, what is the meaning of this?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::raises an eyebrow and points his phaser at the Yeoman:: McShane: Just wait over there, please. Identity issues.
Host ENS_Emerald says:
Action: Megan McShane is a red headed yeoman with long regulation red hair
XO_Lt_Conor says:
CO: There is a dead zone up here, last time I sensed one, some crazy person with glowing red eyes appeared
Host ENS_Emerald says:
<McShane> XO: This is irregular
XO_Lt_Conor says:
McShane: Well today isn't a regular day
Host ENS_Emerald says:
Action: A transporter beam begins to materialize on the bridge
XO_Lt_Conor says:
McShane: Up against the wall near blondie
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
CO:  I am not reading any alien life signs on the bridge. But I do have an idea. If the entity is creating a dead zone, we could have people leave the bridge, one at a time to waiting security below.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::glances down at his console to see if he can pinpoint a reason for the telepathic dead zone while pushing against it with his own mind::
Host ENS_Emerald says:
<McShane> XO: oooo  kkk?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::hears the telltale sound and glimmering flicker of a transporter beam forming:: CO: Beam-ins shouldn't happen right now, right?
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::looks at the Ensign and Yeoman::  CNS:  What the?? Erect a forcefield around that beam!
Host ENS_Emerald says:
Action: Commander Faith Winters enters the bridge with long albino white hair, she is from SF Intelligence
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::enters a command into the console and seals off the bridge::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::taps the controls and erects a forcefield around the transporter beam::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::While holding phaser rifle in one hand, draws phaser on new bridge arrival::
CTO_Cmd_Knight says:
::Sets up the forcefields in the corridor to try and hold the enemy where they are.::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
CNS: Who are these people and why do they keep showing up
Host ENS_Emerald says:
Action: Magnus materializes inside the forcefield
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
XO: If I knew, I would gladly tell you.
Host ENS_Emerald says:
<Magnus>: All well at least I'm here sort of
XO_Lt_Conor says:
Magnus: I thought I told you to stay in the corridor
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: at this point, simply watches::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
Magnus:  Do you want to tell me just what is going on here?!!
XO_Lt_Conor says:
Emerald/McShane: You two back into the TL slowly and get off the bridge
Host ENS_Emerald says:
<Magnus> CO: Well there is an intruder alert and since your people are blocking my people, I thought this would be the least violent way up
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::ponders some percussive maintenance on the console he's standing at to give him decent answers::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
XO:  Conor, don't let our guests make a move.
Host ENS_Emerald says:
::shaking with fear, drops her pencil and clipboard::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
Magnus:  Why are you in such a hurry to get to this intruder?
Host ENS_Emerald says:
<Magnus>CO: Let me think, because the energy being is evil and I am chief of security?
XO_Lt_Conor says:
CO: I think it would be best if we can get all the unknowns off the bridge
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::nods at Conor::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
Magnus:  Is there something you are not telling us about? Do you know this being?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::wonders how many people he was going to have to counsel when this was all over... if they would let him near them::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
Emerald/McShane: Now very slowly start moving back towards the TL
XO_Lt_Conor says:
Winters: You go with them too
Host ENS_Emerald says:
<Magnus>CO: No, just as much as you do, he was the Captain of the Galaxy class and my people and you fought against him and well we may not like you but we still serve the good
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
Magnus:  But according to you, we assassinated him. Can I ask...why the deception?
Host ENS_Emerald says:
<Winters> XO: I am a cmdr in SF intelligence I am not some no one to be put off the bridge the Captain will have to order me and I am entitled to have cause!
XO_Lt_Conor says:
Winters: Not in the mood, now start backing up!
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
CMO: Sky, could you come help me with these scans? I'm not getting any joy from results.
Host ENS_Emerald says:
<Magnus>CO: I have records of you ordering the assassination, and the transporters logs, so that’s not deniable, so obviously he is still alive, you we withdraw our complaint
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::looks over at Winters::  Winters:  I'm sorry Commander, but until I know just what is going on, it will be safer for all involved if we have very few people on the bridge.
Host ENS_Emerald says:
<Winters> CO: I am SF intelligence, what if the XO is the intruder this is ridiculous, put the Yeomen off
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  Sierra, are you getting anything from any of these people on the bridge?
XO_Lt_Conor says:
Winters: You should know what I did to the last person from SFI who got on my wrong side, now start backing up before I start shooting
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
CO:  One by one, send them off the bridge... all of us.
Host ENS_Emerald says:
<Winters>XO: I will have the Captains order and not yours and if you shoot me I will have you locked up for assault
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  Sierra, is there any way to find out just who is exactly who here on the bridge?
XO_Lt_Conor says:
Winter: Yeah in another dimension, good luck with that
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
CO:  DNA testing
Host ENS_Emerald says:
<Magnus> CO: Since we withdraw our complaint since the creature is alive, how about this forcefield?
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
CO:  At least, it should...  ::almost sighs::  I would suggest we work with the dead zone.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::nods to Varesh to shut down the forcefield::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
CO: How do we even know he is who he says he is?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::nods and drops the field, keeping an eye on Magnus too::
Host ENS_Emerald says:
<Winters> XO: Now unless the CO puts me off the bridge, out of the way
Host ENS_Emerald says:
::leaves the bridge with the redhead very shaken up::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
XO:  We're not going to get anywhere if we start accusing everyone of not being who they say they are. We need proof positive of everyone on this bridge.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::puts his finger around the trigger ready to fire:: Winters: Don't tempt me
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
XO:  Conor, stand down your weapon.
Host ENS_Emerald says:
<winters> XO: You're nuts I am a line officer of intelligence you shoot me and there will be blazes to pay
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::sighs inward and prods at the telepathic dampening again with his own mind, pushing harder and harder::
Host ENS_Emerald says:
<Magnus>::stands next to the CO::
Host ENS_Emerald says:
Action: The telepathic field is very strong
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
Magnus:  It appears we need to work together here to find out who is who.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::moves away from his console, eyeing Magnus:: CO: The field is now stronger than ever... since he arrived.
CTO_Cmd_Knight says:
::Peeks out again to make sure that the opposing forces are still at bay.::
Host Magnus says:
CO: Since the creature is alive we agree to mend fences, for your part you agree to abide by the terms of alliance, do we have terms?
XO_Lt_Conor says:
CO: I'm with the CNS here someone is still blocking us and I don't trust these new faces
Host Magnus says:
<Winters>::moves to the computer terminal::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
XO: Right now I wouldn't trust my sainted granny if she sauntered onto the bridge, mostly since she's been dead the last twenty years.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
Magnus:  Fine, fine.....now enough with the terms. I just want whatever this energy being is to be neutralized.
Host Magnus says:
CO: Then we have terms
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::raises an eyebrow at the CNS comments:: CNS: Yeah well I'd find it a bit weird if your granny showed up now too
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Lightly brushes her fingers along her husbands arm::
Host Magnus says:
Action: The CMO can now communicate with the CO mentally
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::can't help but smile, still unsure who to trust::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::looks down at his arm and then up at Sierra::
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
~~~~ CO:  I can sense them this way... do you want me to proceed with them knowing or...?~~~~
XO_Lt_Conor says:
All: This Mexican standoff is beginning to bore me, can we get some sort of tests done here?
Host Magnus says:
XO: This will require creativity
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
~~~CMO:  I can sense you mentally now. Yes, proceed.~~~
Host Magnus says:
Action: Once the CMO's hand leaves the CO she will loose contact
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
~~~~ CO:  Openly or as unobtrusive as a Vulcan touching others can?~~~~  :: there is a touch of wryness to her tone::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
~~~CMO:  Try to be as unobtrusive as you can.~~~
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*CTO*:  Othello, are things still under control where you're at?
Host Magnus says:
::looking around thinks this is odd humanoid behavior but they are married so thinks it is some kind of ritual::
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Nods and steps away. Opening her tricorder, she moves as if she is scanning, lightly touching people as she goes. Starting with Varesh::
Host Magnus says:
Action: Angel forces withdraw from the area . Emerald and McShane arrive on Deck 10
XO_Lt_Conor says:
Magnus: Any creative ideas then?
Host Magnus says:
Action: The CMO touches everyone except Magnus and everyone is normal
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::feels a familiar mind touching his::
Host Magnus says:
CMO: Is this some kind of mating ritual?
CTO_Cmd_Knight says:
8CO*: Everything appears to be under control, Cap'n. Our guests haven't done much but move back a bit.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
Magnus: I doubt it
CMO_Cmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Looks over at Magnus, her eyes serious::  Magnus: In some cultures, it could be so. It is also a sign of trust. :: reaches out her hand with a quick glance at her husband.::  Can you trust me?
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*CTO*:  Nice work Othello. Continue to keep them at bay.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::glances back at Sierra and nods a quick nod::
CTO_Cmd_Knight says:
*CO*: Aye, sir, will do. ::Goes back to babysitting.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


